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Throughout much of Iceland’s history, the North Atlantic Ocean that

hammers Iceland’s shorelines has been the country’s primary source

of income. Icelanders therefore treat the ocean with tremendous

respect, as an unforgiving place where survival is elemental.

This Icelandic survival perspective is the fundamental inspiration for

the Rafnar Hull, designed to be a resilient and secure platform for any

purpose, capable of tackling the most extreme marine environments.
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University of Iceland’s Independent Wave Slamming Research: 

ÖK Hull vs. Traditional Deep-V Planing Hull in Sea State 3
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The Rafnar Hull significantly minimizes the damaging effects of

wave slamming impacts. Through its unrivalled seaworthiness,

stability and comfort, the Rafnar Hull redefines the accepted

fundamentals of seakeeping.





The Rafnar Hull

Proven exceptional seakeeping

and minimized wave slamming. 

Safety, endurance, and comfort in 

the most demanding conditions, 

with extreme directional stability 

and manoeuvrability in turns. 

Designed to be robust

Designed and developed to 

withstand the toughest of conditions 

in the North Atlantic and in Iceland’s 

extreme sea environments.

Safety and Comfort

With safety and comfort at the 

helm, designed to ensure a safe 

return through unrivalled 

endurance and durability.

Operationally Ensured

Developed for intensive rescue 

operations for the Icelandic Coast 

Guard and Search and Rescue. 

Unprecedented 

seakeeping

Minimal wake

Agile 

maneuverability 

and no sliding

High stability and balance 

and enlarged usable deck 

space

Minimal wave 

slamming and 

increased safety 

and comfort

Ease of operation and 

usability in almost all 

sea conditions



General Information

- 11.00 m length overall

- 3.20 m beam overall

- 3,800 kg indicative light weight

- 2x 300 L fuel capacity

- 260 indicative nautical mile range

- Vinylester vacuum infuse construction

Engines and Propulsion

- 2 x Yamaha/Mercury 300hp

- 43 knot indicative maximum speed

Inflatable Tube

- Hypalon 1670 Fabric inflatable tube

- Rubber treads

Navcom Equipment

- 12 inch Simrad GPS plotter and

- display

- Plastimo Magnetic Compass

- Sailor VHF Radio

- Optional: Simrad Radar 4G Broadband 

- Optional: AIS Class B

- Optional: Loud hailer

- Optional: IRIS 060 rear camera

- Optional: FLIR M232 thermal camera

- Other equipment optional upon 

request

Seating

- 4x Ullman Dynamics Patrol seats

- Optional: 2x additional Ullman 

Dynamics Patrol seats or 2x storage 

boxes with seating in rear cabin

Lights

- LED Navigation Lights

- LED working lights 

- LED deck lights

- LED Cabin lights

- Other lights optional upon request

Deck Plan and Other Equipment

- Fiberglass cabin with watertight 

door and windows 

- Steel stern arch

- Treadmaster deck tread

- Towing eye in bow

- Delta Stainless steel anchor (10kg) 

and chain

- Large storage in forepeak and deck

- Optional: Synthetic teak deck

- Optional: Quick-assembly stern towing 

bollard, with safety bars and rope rail

- Optional: bow Samson bollard

- Optional: self-righting inflatable bag 

on stern arch

- Optional: 40L freshwater tank

- Other equipment optional upon 

request

Certifications

- CE Design Module Aa Category B

- Optional: Lloyds Special Service Craft 

Hull Certificate

Leiftur 1100 Cabin RIB
General Technical Specifications

The Leiftur 1100 Cabin RIB is Rafnar‘s flagship vessel, designed and developed in

cooperation with the Icelandic Coast Guard and Icelandic Association for Search

and Rescue. While designed as a proven platform for mission environments, it is

also in use in various locations as a leisure craft, delivering its users with safety

and comfort through the roughest sea conditions. The Leiftur 1100 can be

delivered in several configurations, including standard cabin, large cabin, T-Top or

suspension cockpit.
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Commander Sigurður Ásgrímsson of the 

Icelandic Coast Guard enjoying a cup of 

coffee at a speed of 32 knots en route to 

the Faroe Islands
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Sweden

Leiftur 1100 Cabin RIB

Transatlantic Journey 2016

The Leiftur 1100 Cabin RIB „Embla“ was operated across the Atlantic from Iceland to

Sweden following her build completion in mid 2016. Since then, she has been

demonstrated around the world and operated a total of 6000 hours, all without a single

structural failure.



Leiftur 1100 Cabin RIB

The craft and equipment pictured may not represent the craft described in the technical specifications above



• Four Ullman Dynamics 

Jockey suspension seats

• Two side-facing 

benches with storage 

compartments

• Benches movable to one side 

for seating or emergency 

stretcher

Leiftur 1100 Cabin RIB 
Standard Cabin Arrangement

• Six Ullman Dynamics 

Jockey suspension seats

The craft and equipment pictured may not represent the craft described in the technical specifications above



Optional Large Cabin Layout



Leiftur 1100 RIB
Other configurations

The craft and equipment pictured may not represent the craft described in the technical specifications above



Leiftur 1100 RIB
Other configurations

The craft and equipment pictured may not represent the craft described in the technical specifications above













Flengur 850 Support RIB
General Technical Specifications

General

- 8.50 m length overall

- 3.05 m beam overall

- 3,300 kg light ship

- 3,600 kg displacement

- 300 L (2 x 150 L) fuel capacity

- 170 nautical mile range

- Vinylester single skin vacuum infused 

GRP hull and vacuum infused 

sandwich GRP deck and console

Engine and Power

- Volvo Penta D6-435hp 

- Alamarin AJ-285 waterjet 

(sterndrive optional)

- 30 knot indicative top speed

Seating

- 4x Ullman Dynamics jockey seats

- 2x passenger benches in console with 

capacity for 4 passengers or crew

Navcom Equipment

- Magnetic compass

- Garmin GPSMAP 1042XSV

- Sailor 6215 VHF radio

- Garmin AIS 800

- Other optional items upon request

Lights

- Set LED Navigation Lights

- Working lights 

- Headlights

- LED deck courtesy lights

Deck Plan, Furnishing and Other

- Treadmaster deck tread 

- 400L forepeak storage compartment

- Steel stern arch

- Dive ladder on transom

- Towing eyes in bow and stern

- Stainless steel cleats

- Steel bow handrails

- Optional: Self-righting inflatable 

bag on stern arch

- Optional: 40L freshwater tank

- Optional: Single-hoist lifting system 

(SOLAS only)

Inflatable Tube

- Hypalon fabric inflatable tube

- Rubber non-skid treads

Certification

- CE Design Category B Module Aa

- Hull type certificate by Lloyd’s 

Register SSC Standard

- Optional: SOLAS/MED Approved 

Module B (subject to longer lead time)

The Flengur 850 Support RIB was designed and developed in cooperation with the

Icelandic Coast Guard, who required a safe and durable platform for their mission

environments. The Flengur 850 was therefore designed to handle the roughest sea

conditions in the world. Since it was first developed, the Flengur 850 has been

built as a MOB vessel, patrol & inspection craft, securty platform and leisure craft.



Flengur 850 Support RIB

The craft and equipment pictured may not represent the craft described in the technical specifications above



Flengur 850 Support RIB

The craft and equipment pictured may not represent the craft described in the technical specifications above



Reykjavík

38:01
Operating hours

42:45
Journey hours

820
Nautical Miles

21 knots
Average Speed

Up to 7
in sea State

Click on the image for video

Flengur 850 Support RIB

Iceland Circumnavigation 2018

In June 2018, a crew of four 

circumnavigated Iceland in 

under 43 hours in an open 

centre-console Flengur 850. 

The journey was a testament to 

the durability and comfort 

enhancing Rafnar Hull. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5PgBVhjcY_8








“The boat treats the crew on board extremely well. On longer trips, the crew can be well 

rested and ready for action full of energy when the destination and assignment is reached.” 

- Heimir Sigurður Haraldsson, Chairman of the Boating Team, 

Scout SAR Association in Kópavogur, Iceland.

“…in 4-5m waves…the boat was very stable…you could easily stand on deck and not hold 

on… it would be impossible to make unsafe.” 

- Lars Giersing, VISAR Action Representative, 

Virgin Gorda, Virgin Islands Search and Rescue.

“…I have sailed many different types of boats, such as Zodiac, Avon, Springer, Arun-class 

and Parker. When it comes to seakeeping, comparing those boats to Leiftur 1100 is like 

comparing apples to potatoes.” 

- Sigurður Ásgrímsson, Head of Special Operations and Explosive 

Ordnance Disposal, Icelandic Coast Guard.

“We are convinced…we have yet to test another boat in this class and size that compares to 

the [Leiftur 1100’s] seaworthiness.” 

- Lt. Jónas K. Þorvaldsson, Chief Diver - Special Operations 

and Bomb Disposal Unit, Icelandic Coast Guard.

“I was blown away by how stable the boat was and how safe and comfortable I felt in it 

even whilst doing nearly 30 knots into the waves. I now feel that no other boat is ever going 

to be able to compare in terms of comfort and safety at speed!” 

- Claire Richardson, Director, Superyacht Tenders and Toys.

“What Rafnar has is something unique, and something that largely fulfils its stated aims. In 

a world awash with hyperbole, that is quite an achievement.” 

- Dave Marsh, Motorboat & Yachting Magazine

“The ÖK Hull provides remarkable seakeeping and comfort compared with conventional 

boats, while at the same time breaking the attainable speed of a traditional displacement 

vessel.” 

- Andrew Johansson, Superyacht Magazine.

“…one of the most esoteric boat-driving experiences I have ever had the chance to 

thoroughly enjoy. No matter where I aimed the nose of this catamaran-esque RIB…whether 

up-swell, down-swell, or side-swell, she simply zoomed along, never lifting her nose from 

her element, constantly maintaining the 40-knot top end or close to it, like she’d been sent 

for….this thing’s like a freakin’ tiger on the water.” 

- Captain Bill Pike, Power & Motoryacht,

“Happy would be an understatement; this boat is amazing.  In a way, that is part of the 

problem. As Rafnar crafts do not behave like any other boats, convincing people of the 

benefits they deliver requires having them ride and drive the boat themselves. In terms of 

the enhanced security and safety that these boats deliver to customers, not only do they 

provide exceptional control over one's perimeter and zone of responsibility, but by not 

slamming they able to deliver these benefits in absolute comfort and safety for operators, 

crew and passengers” 

- Patrick Estebe, President of private security firm 

AffAirAction Corporation,



Click on images to 

navigate to Rafnar‘s 

Youtube page to see 

the Rafnar Hull in action

https://youtu.be/ugXO3KRBhG8
https://youtu.be/lRbDggsWO8U
https://youtu.be/5SLyg24beuc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HE9ufF9QC8Q
http://www.rafnar.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/rafnar-ehf-/
https://twitter.com/rafnarshipyard?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/rafnarshipyard/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpAeY65OP2rasa7oEa0AyXA
https://www.instagram.com/rafnar_shipyard/?hl=en
mailto:info@rafnar.com?subject=Rafnar%20|%20Request%20for%20Information
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SG5FE-2Xtkk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5PgBVhjcY_8
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Rafnar UK Limited 

info@rafnar.uk

+44(0)1243 682080


